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Company Profile: 
Formed in 2004 by football coaches for football coaches, American 
Football Central has quickly and firmly established itself as the one-stop 
source for great products and resources at discount prices.   
  
Welcome to AMERICAN FOOTBALL CENTRAL, one of the world's largest 
distributor's of sport coaching and instruction books and videos.  
   
AMERICAN FOOTBALL CENTRAL offers exceptional product lines and 
services:  

1. Instructional books & "Hands-on" teaching videos & DVDs  
2. Football Historical Game Film - Offense and Defense - on VHS & DVD  
3. Football Playbook Research Books and Compilations - on CD-ROM  
4. "In their own words" clinic lecture videos featuring edited 

presentations by some of the best known coaches in their sport - on 
VHS and DVD.  

5. The Web's most user-friendly and efficient trading platform.  
6. All the things a football coach requires and all contained at one site - 

from game jerseys to field equipment, weight room equipment, 
whistles, hats, and sunglasses - we want to be your one-stop home for 
all your needs!  

 
ALL OF THIS AND GREAT PRICES, TOO! 

 
Be sure to bookmark our site and come back often to see what's new. 
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***149 PAGES*** 

breaking down the Tennessee Volunteer defense 

**BOOK ON CD-ROM in pdf FORMAT** 

If you are interested in the attacking MULTIPLE 4-
3 defense, this is an excellent resource.  Find out 
why Coach John Chavis (UT Defensive Corrdinator) has 
experienced incredible success with this defensive 
system.  As described by UT football: "Promoted to 
defensive coordinator at Tennessee in 1995, Chavis has 
gained recognition as a defensive guru the old-fashioned way 
-- by building hard-nosed teams that have helped Phillip 
Fulmer's Vol squads rank among the stingiest in college 
football." 

 

Includes alignments, techniques, and calls for all 11 
positions and presents defensive alignments and base 
coverage responsibilities versus multiple offensive 
formations from the 2002 Vols defense.  One of the 
best books available on the MULTIPLE 4-3 defense. 

A great and unique item for any Tennessee fan and a 
wonderful resource for serious coaches!  

 












































































































































































































































































































